Abstract -The feature of our method different from other fuzzy grey relation method for supermixed multiple attribute group decision-making is that all of the subjective and objective weights are obtained by interval grey number and that the group decisionmaking is performed based on the relative approach degree of grey TOPSIS, the relative approach degree of grey incidence and the relative membership degree of grey incidence using 4-dimensional Euclidean distance. The weighted Borda method is used to obtain final rank by using the results of four methods. An example shows the applicability of the proposed approach.
Introduction
A multiple attribute decision making (MADM), in which attributes are real number, interval real number, linguistic and uncertain linguistic value, has been already applied in practice such as the evaluation of enterprise effect, the selection of investment project, the selection of person, the research of military equipment scheme, the evaluation of strategy effect, the reliability assessment and the maintainability assessment, etc (Yongqi Xia , 2004 Chuanming Ding (2007,a) defined a new similarity degree for various types of attribute and normalized the calculation of similarity degree of the attribute value of each type in unified metric space. Also, by this similarity degree, the comparison of each plan with ideal plan was performed and decision making method was given. Chuanming (2007,b) , based on the TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution), transformed the attribute value of plan into four-dimensional attribute value, unified various types of attribute value, defined a fourdimensional approach degree, and by this approach degree, solved the multiple attribute mixed-type decision-making problem associated with real number, interval real number, linguistic and uncertain linguistic value. Yongqi Xia (2004) studied a method considering insufficiency degree of information and preference to danger on the basis of the grey-fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method of interval value preference. In the method, they represent the weight and the attribute value by two interval number pair by considering membership and grey degree at the same time. Sifeng Liu, Yaoguo Dang, Jiangling Wang, Zhengpeng Wu (2009), based on the definitions of entropy, proposed a method of getting weight that considers the character of grey cluster decision-making and 2-tuple linguistic assessment, and proposed the method of 2-tuple linguistic assessment based on grey cluster. Zhen Zhang, Chonghui Guo (2012) transformed uncertain linguistic evaluation information of each decision maker to trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, and then denoted, by solving two optimization models, the collective evaluation of the alternatives by trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.
Yongqing Wei, Peide Liu (2009) constructed a evaluation indicator's system and the evaluation procedures based on the uncertain linguistic and TOPSIS method. Peide Liu, Yu Su (2010) introduced a concept of the trapezoid fuzzy linguistic variables, and defined the distance between two trapezoid fuzzy linguistic variables. They determined the combined weights of each attribute by the maximal deviation method and the nonlinear weighted comprehensive method, and defined a relative closeness degree to determine the ranking order of all alternatives by calculating the distances to both the positive ideal solution and negative ideal solution, respectively. Alecos M. Kelemenis, D. Th. Askounis (2009) proposed a multi-criteria approach to deal with group decision making under fuzzy environment and introduced a new reference point apart from the positive ideal solution and the negative ideal solution. Ning-ning Zhu, Jian-jun Zhu, Yen Ding (2009) studied the MADM problem of uncertain three-point linguistic information and obtained the weight vector of indicators by linear goal programming. They proposed the calculation steps of MADM problem of uncertain three-point linguistic information. Ting-yu Chen (2011) , by extending the TOPSIS, proposed a useful method based on generalized interval valued trapezoidal fuzzy numbers (GITrFNs) for solving multiple criteria decision analysis (MCDA) problems, which employed the concept of signed distances to establish a simple and effective MCDA method based on the main structure of TOPSIS.
In this paper, we propose a generalized fuzzy grey decision making method taking into consideration of the grey degree of the weight and the attribute value at the same time, where attributes have the generalized super mixed-type values given by real number, interval value, linguistic value and uncertain linguistic value. First, we obtain the grey degree corresponding to fuzzy part of the grey fuzzy comprehensive decision matrix, and then obtain, by using the information sufficiency degree, a generalized decision matrix composed of four-dimensional vector dealing with the grey part of decision matrix. Second, we obtain four ranks for the generalized decision matrix composed of four-dimensional vector by four methods. Finally, using the ranks obtained from the above four methods, the final rank are determined by the weighted Borda method. An example is given to show the advantage of our method. 
The formulation of decision making problem with super-mixed multiple attributes
extremely low, very low, low, comparatively low, a little low, general, a little high, comparatively high, high, very high, extremely high},
Each linguistic value can be represented by triangle fuzzy number
and its membership function is given by
The expression forms of triangle fuzzy number corresponding to S are given as follows. be trapezoid fuzzy numbers, respectively. Then, the operational laws of trapezoid fuzzy number are as follows.
defined by the membership function such as
is called a uncertain linguistic value with lower bound L S and upper bound
. Then, ij a is called a generalized attribute value of i th plan for attribute j .
The concrete types of
are such as -real number type:
The decision making of mixed type multi attribute which attribute values of each other different attribute type among the same attribute are included is called super-mixed multi attribute decision making.
be the generalized attribute values, respectively. A distance of between a and b is defined by 
Determining of attribute weights

Subjective weight of attributes
) be the attribute weights determined by AHP from the decisionmaking group. The weight of attribute G j is given as interval grey number
Objective weight of attributes 3.2.1 Objective weight by optimization
We define the deviation of decision plan A i from all other decision plans for attribute G j in normalized decision matrix
In order to choose a proper weight vector β opt such that sum of overall deviation for the decision plan attains maximum, we define a deviation function such as 
). The entropy value of the j th attribute is 
Thus, the entropy weight
Determining of comprehensive objective weights
The comprehensive objective weight is determined by the interval grey number
Determining of final comprehensive weights
The final comprehensive weight is determined by 
Evaluation methods for decision making plans
In the case which a grey degree of attribute weight value is also given at the same time, the comprehensive weights is represented by the grey-fuzzy number such as 
Evaluation of plan by the relative approach degree of grey TOPSIS method
Assume that the subjective preference value of the plan i A is given by the generalized value ) , , , (
be the normalized decision matrix with the subjective preference such as
Then, the normalized grey-fuzzy decision matrix with the subjective preference is given by , where 
The relative approach degree between each evaluation plan and the ideal plan is
The best plan is one corresponding to the largest C i . satisfy the four axioms of grey incidence degree , i.e. normality, pair-symmetry, wholeness and closeness.
Evaluation of plan
The degree of grey incidence relative approach is defined by introducing the preference coefficients as follows. with respect to the positive ideal plan and the negative ideal plan, respectively. We denote the weights of these two grey interval incidence degrees by 1 β and 2 β , 1 (
is called a grey comprehensive incidence degree of the factor vector i y . We determine 1 β and 2 β by entropy method. Thus, we solve the following optimization problem The best plan is one having the largest value of * i C .
Final rank methods for decision making plans
The final rank is determined by the weighted Borda method using rank vectors obtained from the above four methods.
An illustrative example
Let's consider the decision-making problem for the fighter development plan of some types. The decision matrix is given by the super multiple attribute mixed type in Table 1 . The meaning of attributes is such as; 1 G -weight empty of body(Kg), 2 G -flight radius(Km), 3 G -maximum flying speed(Km/h), 4 G -development cost (ten thousand Yuan), 5 G -reversal of body head(h), 6 Gmaintenance possibility, 7 G -security, 8 G -reliability level of development group, 9 G -degree of environmental influence. Assume that two experts are invited to determine the subjective attribute weights by AHP method. Thus, the subjective weight obtained from group AHP method is given by the grey number such as attributes have the generalized super mixed-type values given by real number, interval value, linguistic value and uncertain linguistic value. First, based on the attribute values given by decision maker, we obtained the grey degree corresponding to fuzzy part of the grey fuzzy comprehensive decision matrix, and then obtained a generalized decision matrix composed of four-dimensional vector dealing with the grey part of decision matrix by using the information sufficiency degree. Second, we obtained four ranks by four methods of plan evaluation such as the evaluation by the relative approach degree of grey TOPSIS, the evaluation by the relative approach degree of grey incidence, the evaluation by the relative membership degree of grey incidence and the evaluation by the grey relation relative approach degree using the maximum entropy estimation. Finally, using the ranks obtained from the above four methods, the final rank are determined by the weighted Borda method.
